To be a self-contained theory, topological particle theory should explain from the basis of its own stated framework of assumptions (nonlinear self-consistency equations, pole factorization, crossing symmetry, and Hermitian analyticity} all the mathematical properties and numerical values of scattering amplitudes. This paper attempts to move the theory in this direction by showing that the phases of the zero-entropy amplitudes in the theory are, in fact, determined by the above framework of assumptions except for trivial ambiguities that appear to have no physical consequences. This extends previous work on this subject and removes the need for certain extra assumptions. Once the results in this paper have been established it can be shown that the conventional connection between spin and statistics as well as parity, time-reversal, and charge-conjugation invariance in strong interactions also follow from the above framework of assumptions. These latter results will be fully discussed in the following paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper' (referred to hereafter as JU) the selfconsistent spin structures introduced by Stapp and employed in the topological bootstrap theory were studied in some detail for mesons. The individual zero-entropy terms in the topological expansion are self-reproducing and the bootstrap problem for hadrons is confined to these planar zero-entropy terms. In fact, the bootstrap problem is reduced to solving a nonlinear discontinuity equation for a scalar amplitude since the spin dependence of Stapp's amplitudes factors out and is separately selfreproducing.
The zero-entropy terms have to be summed in the topological expansion as a first step in generating the physical scattering amplitudes.
It turns out that the individual zero-entropy terms are neither parity invariant nor timereversal invariant. This fact opens up the possibility that the topological theory could be extended to electroweak processes, a possibility which is now being realized.
In hadron physics the zero-entropy terms of Stapp were added with the appropriate relative phases to guarantee parity and time-reversal invariance for the sum. In Stapp's approach these phases are given more or less automatically by a prescription based on building in the fermion character of individual quarks from the outset. One consequence of Stapp's prescription of phases for the zero-entropy terms is that the sign of the discontinuity for the zero-entropy scalar amplitude alternates with the number of closed quark loops. This result is not unexpected since in field theory a closed fermion loop generates a minus sign.
In Ref. 1 relative phases of the zero-entropy terms were determined not by a consideration of the fermion properties of the constituent quarks but by employing only general principles of S-matrix theory: pole factorization, crossing symmetry, and Hermitian analyticity. Obviously, it is important to know how much of Stapp's structure -and, in particular, the relative phases of zeroentropy terms -can be fixed using only general S-matrix principles and self-consistency.
A central result of JU was that the alternation of sign with the number of closed loops could be derived with no reference to the fermion statistics of the underlying constituent quarks. In fact, as mentioned above, only meson amplitudes were considered and yet the minus sign for a single closed quark loop could be derived. However, in the arguments of JU, parity and time-reversal invariance were "built-in" by adjusting part of the arbitrariness of the relative phases of the zero-entropy terms in the topological expansion to ensure the known parity and time-reversal invariance. After enforcing these requirements, the phases of zero-entropy amplitudes were determined apart from trivial ambiguities which had no physical consequences. By thoroughly discussing the phases of the zero-entropy amplitudes, this paper aims to set the stage for producing general proofs that parity, time-reversal, and charge-conjugation invariance must be valid for the sum of zero-entropy terms and also that mesons, baryons, etc. , obey the correct statistics.
These latter results which will be presented elsewhere indicate that topological particle theory can provide an explanation (in terms of general S-matrix principles) for the occurrence of these discrete invariances in strong interactions. At the same time since individual zero-entropy terms are not invariant, the way is open to explain the absence of these invariances in more complicated terms in the topological expansion associated with electroweak processes. ' ' II. ZERO A" (A. . K)+ -A" Fig. 2 and is a version of the so-called "classical surface" for this term in the topological expansion.
The diagram in Fig. 2 consists of single quark lines, which by convention will always be taken to run clockwise, and disquark lines which will be taken to run counterclockwise. Each quark line in Fig. 2 has a definite flavor so physical particle amplitudes will in general involve sums over amplitudes of the type shown in Fig. 2 (2.4) i.e. , the g's have the same normalization as the rest-frame spin states which we take to be unity. We see from Fig. 2 and (2.3) that orthoquarks are associated with twocomponent spinors having dotted indices whereas paraquarks are associated with spinors having undotted indices. Fig. 4 by the labels u and $. Labels z& and z2 refer to the ortho-para character of the individual quarks mixing up the diquark.
As an example, the phase I (AB . . Y) of Fig. 2 (3.2c)
where the important point is that although P' and P" in (3.3) may depend upon the particular path of continuation used in the crossing process, the relative minus signs in the equations (3.2) do not. We note that the phase factor I in (2.2) has no functional dependence on the momenta (since this dependence is by definition in S' and f) and hence I is unchanged by the analytic continuation to the crossed channel.
Additional insight into the meaning of (3.2) can be ob- Fig. S(a) depicts the quark line which is the first in the cyclic order of variables for both A-type amplitudes in (2.1) which are the residues of the particle pole. The quark line in Fig. 5(b Table I .
The paraphases must also satisfy the conditions (6.7) but because the ortho and paraphases are related both by the crossing conditions (3.4) and the Hermitian analyticity conditions (5.8) only one additional parameter is needed in order to specify all the paraphases. To see this we first observe that (5.8) is true for arbitrary x and y. It then fol- With the result (7.4), the relations (4.3) become ip&(z1) ia"(z1) ip&(z2 ia (z2) (7.5) (7.6) Also in analogy with the discussion in Sec. VI if the situation depicted in Fig. 6 (a) holds at a factorized particle pole, then the diquark line is first in the order of variables for both 2-type amplitudes which are residues of the particle pole. Thus we can conclude as a result of (7.4)) that
e " e = -e' (6.9a) where g is independent of x and the minus sign is for convenience. It then follows from (5.8) that
= -e (6.9b) g'p {z) ia (z) lows that e " e must be independent of x. Table I satisfy (6.7).
VII. DETERMINATION OF PHASES FOR DIQUARK LINES i in
Pi out
Now specifying the p orthophases as follows:
p3' "--I t"', u, l P4, '.=I 2"' (7.8a) (7.8b) (e ) =1, (7.1) and since x can be anything, it is also true that (e "") =1 .
Combining the requirements of (3,4), (4.3), and (5.9) it can be readily shown that The relations (7.10) guarantee that the crossing requirements (3.4) are satisfied. However the X and g phases are not all independent. Requiring that condition (7.6) be satisfied where z& and/or z2 are para as well as enforcing Hermitian analyticity (5.9) leads to the following restriction on the g and X phases of (7.10):
(7.1 la) OU ' F9 LJ E=+1 .
(7.11b)
The results (7.11) mean that all the g and X phases and, hence, the relation between the ortho and paraphases for quarks in a diquark line are determined by two independent phases which we label P' and by the factor e which can be either +1. 
VIII. DISCQNTINUITY EQUATIQN FOR THE SCALAR ZERO-ENTROPY AMPLITUDES
We now wish to determine the discontinuity equations satisfied by the scalar amplitudes f of (2.2). It is the solving of these nonlinear equations that constitutes the zeroentropy bootstrap problem. To discover these equations we must begin with the full discontinuity equation (2.1) and substitute into it expressions of the form (2.2). Because both the phases I and the spin structure functions S' completely factorize we shall be able to find a discontinuity equation involving f only which involves no spin dependence.
We illustrate in Fig. 7 To determine I in (9.1) we consult Table II and find n;"(Q,P)+n ", (Q, P) n(34 p) iI'+i[N;"(B) and where A denotes baryonium. In (9.6), n(34, P) is the number of paraquarks or antiquarks within diquark lines involved in a (3,4) transition (baryon or antibaryon to baryonium). The symbols n;"(Q,P) and n, ",(Q, P) denote the number of in and out paraquarks within diquark lines. These quantities are exactly analogous to the corresponding quantities discussed above for single quark lines except in the latter case a capital N was used. In analogy with (9.3) we thus have )n;"(Q, P)+n ", (Q, P) ) 1(P) 7 (9.8)
where nI (P) is the number of like paraquark lines with diquark lines. Using (9.4) in (9.6) together with (9.8) and combining the phases for both single quark and diquark lines we get for the total phase: ( 9 9) where NL+(P) is the total number of like paraquark lines in the amplitude whether occurring as single quark lines or within diquarks. We have also made use in (9.9) of the identity 
